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THE THERAPIST AS A PERSON
BY JOSEPH G. K:&EGAN, S.J .
IN8TRUpTOR IN PSYCHOLOGY, GRADUATE SCHOOL, fPBDHAM UNIVERSITY

P sychiatry is a field of medicine as there prevails in the lay mind
in which the average layman does thf notion that p sychiatry is not
not expect t9 find an emphasis on interested in morals. Though it
morals. If hq happens to be a lay- is pot part of my present purpose
man on his own part pretty much . to examine the justice or the posconvinced that morals constitute sible sources of the average layan outmodeq system of restric- man's viewpoint, there are psychitions, his attitude to "scientific" atrists who have been sufficiently
psychiatry is likely to be that of humble to utter a contrite mea
one who is content to have his culpa for what they feel has been
convictions reinforced. And if the res ponsi~ility of some of their
anyone should allege, that with colleagues. One even speaks of
such a patient the materialistic psychiatrists embarking upon an
psychiatrist iran anticipate favor- "era of professional imperialism"
able rapport1 he is deceived by the in attempting to manage problems .
appearance qf things. For ther- of education, law and religion with
apy implies much more than in- means that are purely scientific.
itial rapport. In the therapy sit- However, I have chosen here to
uation two personalities, each PQint out a twofold reorientation
human and t herefore moral, enter toward morals and moral values
into a relatio~ship of mutual trust within the psychiatric profession.
and confiden~e. Any "scientific" T~e first of these has had referabstraction which demoralizes that ence to the patient as a person to
situation so distorts its nature, be cured and is now old enough
that it is no longer therapy. But to be designated as a definitive
if our laymai? happens to be one orientation. It has already made
who does not propose to be de- its influence felt in some of the
prived of his moral values, his te~t-books . The second has referattitude to the psychiatrist is like- en~e to the therapist as a person.
ly to be reserved, perhaps antag- It is not yet old enough to be
onistic. At best he may temper designated in any other way than
his antagonism and approach his as the hope of a reorientation.
interview prepared to accept the But it is significant, so significant
therapeutic 111Inimum. In this case in fact, that until it is properly
we can predict a degree of rapport formulated and applied, the full
which, at le ~st initially hovers benefits of a moral psychiatry will
be far from realization ..
near the vaniHhing point.
Neither of these movements is
It is clear,I at any rate, that
the therapy situation and psychi- prQperly connected with the name
atric gains will be impeded as long of anyone psychiatrist, nor even
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with any ' ischool" of psychiatry.
But th~ olrJer movement, the one
which rediscovered the person in
the patient, has on the American
scene peen closely associated with
the influence of Dr. Adolph Meyer.
Doubtless its Qrigin and growth
have peen related to events and
viewpoints oqtside psychiatry.
The organismic emphasis of
experimental piology and the
holistic and integrative viewpoints within experimental psychology have been influential.
Within psychiatry proper the new
empha!iis found wide acceptance.
It is oIJly because the title so succinctly epitomizes the viewpoint,
that I presume to name an individual book, namely Robinson's
"The Patient as a Person."
Now it is not my contention
that tpis movement within psychiatry has restored morals and
moral considerations to ·their
proper place in the totality of life.
In fact it will be the major trend
of what I have to say, that this
emphasis Qn the patient alone is
insufficient for such a task. But
there . was some advance in the
recognition that "rigidly scientific" lJledicine is likely to focus
an interest on the disease entity
that will prejudice or depersonalize all interest in the mental emotional and moral qualities of the
patiellt as a whole. For, as Robinson qotes, these have much to do
with the character and severity of
the patient's symptoms. And it is
his frank contention that any former neglect of the patient as a
whole was an elusive by-product,

so to speak, of specialization in
meqicine. Nor need our acceptance
of this new viewpoint as a corrective for the undesirable sequel of
specialization decrease our esteem
for the positive, technical advan-.
ces that specialization made possiple. Without any sacrifice of
truly scientific progress the new
movement has endeavored to focus
in proper perspective the ·personality as well as the organic stresses
that occur in illness and disease.
An obvious result of such a development would be to extend considerably the scope of what is to
be included under the rubric of
treatment. With this viewpoint in
fo~us, even in cases involving circulatory, respiratory and other
disorders was bound to touch upon
the moral realm in the creation of
healthy attitudes. It was bound
to, and did recommend remedial
measures for personality deficien- .
cies and also for adverse social
conditions. For such factors were
found important not only in the
treatment but also in the diagnosis
of the total severity of many illnesses.
If this is an emphasis on the
emotional and social complications that playa role in the onset
of various illnesses, it is much
more an approach to the moral
implications involved in the total
treatment of illness. In thinking
of some of the problems faced by
the therapist one might well be reminded of the confessor and the
delicate decisions he must make
concerning the occasioIJs of sin.
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N or is the analogy far-fetched;
for the cpnfessor is medicus
ani·m ae as w~n as judex.
In general the trend of the psychobiologic Roint of view, the view
that stresses the patient's personality, has been a good one, in that
it has emphlj.sized an inseparable
unity of physical and mental.
Nevertheless ~me gains the impression, that it pas not, thus far at
least, been e'f.tended to the legitimate fulfillment of all its implications. I lean ' to the view that the
key to its sh~rtcomings is its onesided stress qn the personality of
the patient. It has failed to stress
the person in the therapist. Thus
in the moral ~ phere it has created
a basis for tlfe recognition of the
moral aspir~ tions and ethical
values of th1r patient, but has
somehow neglrcted the moral responsibilities pf the therapist.
Henee it would seem a welcome
should be ext~nded to any movement in psycpiatry which would
explicitly stat,~ the moral idealism
of the therap st as a person. In
a recent issue of Mental Hygiene
a practising psychiatrist, having
made the point that moral and
medical systems for the control of
human behavior are not really divergent, comes to the conclusion,
that "the p sychiatrist, indeed,
cannot disavow moral values without disavowing his role as a physician." To us, of course, this is
not a new viewpoint. But when
stated in a context that explicitly
relates the successes of p sychiatry
in the past to its use of scientific
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tools, the argument deserves atteption.
The author's argument is in
brief, that both psychiatrist and
clergyman use the two systems of
coptrol, though each with a different emphasis. Thus in urging the
refIlOval of a source of moral infection the clergyman is acting
sOJIlewhat as the surgeon. He is
ex~rcising a scientific approach.
In his efforts to motivate desirable
behavior the psychiatrist is seeking to derive from moral sanctions
a psychiatric gain for his patient.
Now this viewpoint unfortunately cannot: be said to be as
wiqespread and as vocal as the
movement that insists on the personality of the patient. Hence I
have called it the hope or the
prQrnise of a reorientation. To
us, of course, who are convinced
of the need not only of the moral
but also of the supernatural for
the complete integration of human
personality there is nothing new
in the view that adequate therapy
cannot be achieved on the sole
basis of scientifically derived postulates. But if we recall that it
was a slow process whereby psychiatry as a whole ceased to
regard the patient as a case or
speci.men and rediscovered his person, we should be particularly receptive to the second viewpoint,
which promises to reinstate the
therapist as a person. Morals and
the wholeness of life stand to
proqt by such a reorientation.
When therefore we reall. tha t "thp
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psycf1iatriiit WllO maintains that
his approach is totally scientific
and that he is not concerned as a
psychilltrist with moral values, is
self-d~lud~" or again that "as a
psychiatrist he has accepted a
moral obli~ation" may we not hope
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that the average layman will rediscover in psychiatry that emphasis on morals which he has a
right to expect? And this rediscovery will only come, when the
therapist as well as the patient
claims to be a person.

SNE~ZERS

"God bless us," I prayed. I had
sneezed again, and I was afraid
that tpe attack of the grip was on
the way. "Please be good, Sneezer."
"J shall try to be g~od," answercQ Sneezer. "The Sneezers
arc npt always an advance agent
of disease. There was a time when
people took snuff, and welcomed
us pecaus~ we dcared up the head,
let in more oxygen and brightcned
up things generally. Then, as all
tobacco appearances are not beautiful l so ip snuffing, the looks of it
checked its use."
".At any rate, Sncezer," I said,
U yoqr family is the only one, I believe, that always is greeted with
a prayer, as l greeted you. I am
told that the practice began cenhll'i('s ago when people wished by
a pl'ayel' to ward off a plague.
That's something to boast of,
Snee1.cr."
"Sir," said SneezeI'. "Thc evil

that we do is caused by germs In
the nasal passages. We unfortunately are not able to .' remove
those germs, and, alas, ·the distf\.nce to which we drive the dangerous spray has been measured
and found very large. Yet a handkerchief is a quick and sure check
to the spray. I wish, sir, that there
was as good a remedy for those
evil Sneezers who go about infectipg their neighbors with scandals
and rash judgments of others.
Handkerchiefs are not enough for
those Typhoid Marys.
They
should be put in the isolation ward
in a hospital. They set whole
lleighborhoods sneezing, and spraying all with the fatal germs of
back-biting."
"God bless us, Sncezer. We
must all revive that old prayer,
and go at once to Dr. Charity to
rcnder us immunc to every evil
germ;" -

S.J.
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